
1/16/92 Ms. Sue Walters 
1061 Abbey Ct. #4 
Holland, PIC 49423-7477 

Dear MS. Walters, 

You misunderstood that I said or it was edited to dive the wrong impression. By 

work has been an investigation of the JFK assassination but in the course of this work 

it became also a study of how our institutions worked in that time of great stress and 

aince then. If you siearate fact from conOcture and theory, I have i/Pought more fact 

about that crime to light than anyone else, 
!Th Oliver Stone as iRidifferent to fact. He saw thd Garrison beck, which he knew was a . 

141, 
fraud and a travesty, as the perfect vehicle itt for him to use .1414 adding to what he had 

said about Viet Nam. To this day, script and movie or no script and movie, Stone does not 

know the basic fact of the assassination. With consummate skill he has pulled the gre:test 

his4rical scam in decades. 

This is because he represented his movie as strictly factual, saying that it would 

record their hostory for the people, telling them who killed their President, why and how. 

He and garrison, as -I: told him, have trouble telling the truth even by accident. 

If Stone has been honj and described his project as a work of fiction I would not 

have begin the exposure of him for which I am responsible but when he palmed this wok of 

really trashy fiction of? as our real history, I believe th4t required exposure, if only 

for the historical record. In his commercialization and exploitation he also imposes upon 
11 the tru;et of people. Now at least some have a basis for questioning whether his account 

is really factual, is really our history. 

In general, any theory presented as fact in this case has 't- t) be at least questioned. 

The crime itself wa:; never officially investigated and thus there are no r• al leads for 

private people to follow. T Iona of no theory that is not at the least seriously flawyd and 

some,including the better-known oneg are impossible. But like Stone, those authors rip 

off the mind while they rip off the pocket. 

You hope that people will begin to investigate after seeing the movie. Those who try 

will be moe,frustrated because the available literature is at its best faulty and at its 

worst, especially Garrtson's and Narrs' books used by Stone, frightfully bad, misleading, 

even diskonest. Really that bad. 

Any new official investigation must begin with an investigation of the FBI. 14ohody in 

political life can undertbke such an investigation and survive it. 

Two excellent baks long out of rnint are Sylvis "eagherql "Accesories After the Fact" 

and Howard Roffman's '!Presumed Guilty." 

You enjoyed Ansun's comments but the taxv( is that film is worse than "hogwash." And 

iinsen has no subject-matter knowledge. Or. it is difficult for the average person to 

know who is truthful, who lies, and thus most are misled and misinformed. And that it no 

wyy to try to make democracy work. Sincenay, Harold Weisberk 
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